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Abstract. It is very significant in the knowledge society to accumulate
spoken documents on the web. However, because of the high redundancy
of spontaneous speech, the transcribed text in itself is not readable on
an Internet browser, and therefore not suitable as a web document. This
paper proposes a technique for converting spoken documents into web
documents for the purpose of building a speech archiving system. The
technique edits automatically transcribed texts and improves its readability on the browser. The readable text can be generated by applying
technology such as paraphrasing, segmentation and structuring to the
transcribed texts. An edit experiment using lecture data showed the feasibility of the technique. A prototype system of spoken document archiving was implemented to confirm its effectiveness.
Keywords: spoken language processing, digital archiving, web contents,
paraphrasing, sentence segmentation
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Introduction

The enormous amount of information on the web have been forming an infrastructure for the so-called knowledge society. Most of such the information
is expressed in text at the present time. Hereafter, it is expected that not only
texts but also audio, video or other mixed media will be utilized as the knowledge
resources. Above all, speech is a kind of language media, and produced daily. In
fact, the amount of spoken documents being produced is overwhelmingly more
than that of written documents. If the speech such as discourse, lecture, monologue, conversation and discussion are accumulated on the web, the amount of
sharable information in the knowledge society would get much larger.
Several styles for archiving the spoken documents on the web can be considered. Though a style of uploading speech data would be very simple and would
have high feasibility, its significance from a viewpoint of reusability is not so
large. If the transcribed text is also archived in addition to the speech data, its
effectiveness would be increased in terms of accessibility. On the other hand,
because of high redundancy of spontaneous speech, the transcribed text in itself is not readable on an Internet browser, and therefore not suitable as a web
document.

Fig. 1. Examples of the paraphrase rules and their applications

This paper proposes a technique for converting spoken documents into web
documents for the purpose of building a speech archiving system. The technique edits automatically transcribed texts and improves its readability on the
browser. The readable texts can be generated by applying language technologies
such as paraphrasing, segmentation and structuring to the transcribed texts. An
edit experiment was conducted by using lecture speech data, and the result has
shown the feasibility of the technique. Furthermore, a prototype system of spoken document archiving was implemented in order to confirm its effectiveness.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses spoken document
archiving on the web. Section 3 describes an edit technique of spoken documents. Section 4 reports evaluation of the technique. Section 5 describes our
speech archiving system.
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Spoken Document Archiving on the Web

We have aimed at constructing an environment where spoken documents are
archived as web documents. In general, a web document is described by the
markup language such as HTML, and created in consideration of the readability
on a browser. In that sense, a spoken document is not suitable for being read
with an Internet browser. Therefore, a transcribed text needs to be converted
into an HTML text.
As a research on speech archiving for Web contents creation, Bain et al.
have constructed a system named ViaScribe in order to improve accessibility of
speech data [1]. ViaScribe targets lecture environments and creates a learning
material into which audio, video, slides and transcribed texts are integrated.
The learning material is uploaded to the Web, then the participants can access
it with a Internet browser. ViaScribe inserts linefeeds into the transcribed text at
places where pauses occur in order to improve the readability. Although Bain et
al. target English speech, redundancy in spoken documents is larger in Japanese
speech. Therefore only the linefeed insertion cannot achieve enough readability.

Aiming at improving readability of a text based on the discourse structure,
Shibata et al. have proposed a method of automatically generating summary
slides from a text [2]. They have clearly specified the relations between sentences
or clauses by itemization. However, their research differ from ours in that the
units such as words or phrases are not targets. Furthermore, treating the written
language, they do not consider the features of spoken language.
As a technique for converting the transcribed text, there exists research on
automatic summarization [3, 4, 5, 6] and conversion from spoken language to
written language [7]. However, they are all conversions between plain texts. In
contrast, we propose a method for converting it into a web document, which can
be utilized as a fundamental technology in the archiving system.
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Text Editing of Spoken Document

The conversion of spoken documents into web documents is executed by editing
spoken sentences so that they become easy to read. The conversion is realized by
performing paraphrasing of expressions, segmentation into short sentences and
structuring of a sentence in sequence.
3.1

Paraphrasing

In spoken language, there are a lot of expressions which are not proper as written
language expressions. Such expressions can be converted into readable expressions by paraphrasing them into other expressions.
Paraphrasing is classified into three types: deletion, replacement and insertion, according to the kind of target expressions. In deletion, redundant expressions particular to spoken language are removed. There exists not only fillers
(uh, er etc.) and hesitations but also other redundant expressions.
(1) 正常化 ということ が行われた (the thing which is called normalization is
performed)
“ということ (the thing which is called)” is redundant, and the readability is
improved by removing it. In replacement, expressions which are not proper as
written language are replaced with other expressions. For example, in the case of
(2) 日本の本 なんか を読みました (I read Japanese books, etc.)
“なんか (etc.)” is an expression particular to spoken language. By replacing “な
んか (etc.)” with “など (etc.)”, it becomes a proper expression. Furthermore, in
honorific expressions, polite expressions, and so on, there are several cases where
replacement is needed. In insertion, expressions which do not appear in spoken
language are added.
In order to realize the three types of paraphrasing mentioned above, we
created paraphrasing rules by using the actual lecture speech data [8]. Fig. 1
shows examples of the rules and their applications. Here, in insertion, since
considering the meaning is required, it is difficult to create the rules by only
surface information. Therefore, the target of this paper is limited to deletion
and replacement.
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Though I think that you may see what Suzuki will say, I’m adopted , so I will talk by the fell of doing a kick-off.

鈴木が何を言うかはご察知と思います。(I think that you may see what Suzuki will say.)
ご指名ですのでキックオフをするという感じで話します。 (I’m adopted, so I will talk by the fell of doing a kick-off.)
Fig. 2. Example of sentence segmentation

Fig. 3. Detection of the parallel phrases

3.2

Segmentation

In sentence segmentation, one sentence is divided into two or more sentences. In
the case of a long sentence, the structure of the sentence is simplified and thus
it becomes easy to read. In segmentation, a sentence is divided at any of word
boundaries, and the final bunsetsu 4 of each divided sentence is transformed
into a proper expression as the sentence-end bunsetsu. Fig. 2 shows an example
of sentence segmentation.
(3) 鈴木が何を言うかはご察知と思いますがご指名ですのでキックオフをするとい
う感じで話します。(Though I think that you may see what Suzuki will say,
I’m adopted, so I will talk by the feel of doing a kick-off.)
In this example, by inserting a sentence boundary between “思いますが (Though
I think that)” and “ご指名ですので (I’m adopted, so)” and transforming “思い
ますが” into “思います (I think that)”, the following sentence is generated:
(4) 鈴木が何を言うかはご察知と思います。ご指名ですのでキックオフをするとい
う感じで話します。 (I think you may see what Suzuki will say. I’m adopted,
so I will talk by the feel of doing a kick-off.)
The place into which a sentence boundary should be inserted is limited.
For analysis about the place, we divided sentences in the transcribed lecture
speech text by hand. About 89% of 299 sentence divisions are performed just
after a conjunctive particle “keredomo”, “ga”, “node”, “shi”, “to”, “kara”, or
renyou-tyuushi bunsetsu. Here, renyou-tyuushi bunsetsu is a bunsetsu of which
the morphological information is one of the following two cases: adverbial form
(e.g. “食べ,” “訳で”) and adverbial form + conjunctive particle “te” (e.g. “食べ
て,” “書いて”) .
4

Bunsetsu is a linguistic unit in Japanese that roughly corresponds to a basic phrase
in English. A bunsetsu consists of one independent word and zero or more ancillary
words.

Since the above-mentioned conjunctive particles and renyou-tyushi bunsetsu
correspond to a predicate, they often become the ends of semantically meaningful units. In our research, these are considered to be the candidates of sentence
boundaries. However, a sentence can not necessarily be divided at all the candidates of division points. In some cases, the meaning of the original sentence may
be lost by dividing at the candidate. Therefore, we established the condition
of sentence segmentation based on dependency structure. That is, a sentence is
segmented at a division point if no bunsetsu, except for a bunsetsu located just
before the point, depends on some bunsetsu located after the point.
3.3

Structuring

In our research, we structure a sentence to make it easy to read. Concretely
speaking, parallel structures are detected, and displayed by being itemized. The
parallel structures in a Japanese sentence can be detected based on the dependency structure. We use JUMAN [10] as morphological analysis and KNP [9] as
dependency parsing.
Fig. 3 shows the detection of the parallel phrases in the following sentence:
(5) 今我が国が行った行為や他国民に与えた苦痛を認識する．(Now, I recognize the
actions taken by our country and the pains of other country peoples caused
by them.)
In this sentence, noun phrase “我が国が行った行為や (the actions taken by our
country)” and “他国民に与えた苦痛を (the pains of other country peoples caused
by them)” have a parallel relation with each other.
3.4

Example of sentence conversion

As an example of text edit by our technique, we describe the edit process of the
following sentence:
(6) 西半球には米州機構というのがありますし欧州ヨーロッパには皆様ご承知のよ
うな EU とか全欧州安保協力機構というのがありますしアフリカにはアフリカ
統一機構というのがあるわけです。(In the Western Hemisphere, the Organization of American States exists, and in Europe, the EU and Organization for
Security and Cooperation in Europe exist, and in Africa, the Organization of
African Unity exists.)
First, in paraphrasing processing, paraphrasing rules are applied to the underlined parts.
(7) 西半球には米州機構 というの がありますし欧州ヨーロッパには皆様ご承知の
ようなEU とか全欧州安保協力機構 というの がありますしアフリカにはアフ
リカ統一機構 というの が あるわけです。
Second, in segmentation processing, the sentence is divided into three sentences
by slashes right after the underlined bunsetsus.
(8) 西半球には米州機構が ありますし//欧州ヨーロッパには皆様ご承知の EU と
か全欧州安保協力機構が ありますし//アフリカにはアフリカ統一機構があり
ます。
Last, in structuring processing, our technique identifies the parallel phrases by

でそれから今までのPKOがどちらかといえば軍隊中心のPKOであったとすればこれからはシビリアンですね警察官とか人権
モニターとか人道援助関係者とかそういう行政の監視官とかそういう人達も加わったいわばミックス型のPKOになるであろ
うというふうに考えられます。西半球には米州機構というのがありますし欧州ヨーロッパには皆様ご承知のようなEUとか全
欧州安保協力機構というのがありますしアフリカにはアフリカ統一機構というのがあるわけです。
And then, if the previous PKO is considered to have been rather the army-centered PKO, it is thought that the future PKO will become the civiliancentered PKO, as it were, the mixed type PKO in which people, such as police officers, monitors of human rights, humanitarian supporters, and
government observers, participate. In the Western Hemisphere, the Organization of American States exists, and in Europe, the EU and Organization
for Security and Cooperation in Europe exist, and in Africa, the Organization of African Unity exists.

それから今までのPKOが軍隊中心のPKOであり
これからはシビリアン
 警察官
 人権モニター
 人道援助関係者
 行政の監視官
そういう人達も加わった
ミックス型のPKOになるだろうと考えられます。
西半球には米州機構があります。
ヨーロッパには
 EU
 全欧州安保協力機構
があります。
アフリカにはアフリカ統一機構があります。

and then, if the previous PKO has been the army-centered PKO
civilians such as
police officers
monitors of human rights
parties of humanitarian supports
government observers
includes such people
it is thought that it will be mixed type PKO
in the Western Hemisphere, Organization of American States exists
in Europe
EU
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe
exist
in Africa, Organization of African Unity exists

Fig. 4. Conversion of the transcribed text into the edited text

detecting bunsetsus which have parallel relation with each other, based on the
dependency structure of the second sentence, and then, the parallel phrases are
itemized and displayed.
(9) 欧州ヨーロッパには皆様ご承知の EU とか全欧州安保協力機構が あります。
Fig. 4 shows the conversion of the transcribed text into the edited text. We can
see that it becomes easy to read by the conversion.
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Evaluation

To evaluate our method, we conducted an experiment on text conversion. As
the experimental data, we used the transcribed data of five Japanese lectures
in the simultaneous interpretation database [8]. We created the correct data of
text conversion by editing each sentence in the above-mentioned data by hand.
Evaluation is conducted based on each precision and recall for paraphrasing,
segmentation and structuring. In addition, the precision is defined as the ratio
of the correctly edited places to the places edited by our method, and the recall
is defined as the ratio of the correctly edited places to the manually edited places
in the correct data.
Fig. 5 shows an example of successful conversions. A total of 1452 places were
paraphrased. The precision and recall were 72.5% and 66.5%, respectively. As
the result of error analysis, we found out that redundant expressions were not
fully deleted. This is because the paraphrasing rules for sentence-end expressions
which contain redundant expressions are not fully created.
Next, segmentation was performed at a total of 598 places. The precision and
recall of segmentation were 50.5% and 59.3%, respectively. Our segmentation
technique does not take into account the length of a sentence. Therefore, even if
an original sentence is short or each sentence generated by dividing the original

それから三番目の時期は千九百八十九年のこのベルリンの壁
の崩壊そしてドイツの再統一という大変歴史的な事件の起
こった年でございますがそれ以降今日までというふうに私は
分けております。
I defined the third period from 1989, in which the very historical
incidents such as collapse of the Berlin Wall and the reunification

それから三番目の時期は千九百八十九年のこの
・ベルリンの壁の崩壊そして
・ドイツの再統一
という大変歴史的な事件の起こった年です。
それ以降今日までと私は分けています。

of Germany happened, to today.

Fig. 5. Example of a success of the sentence edit
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鈴木，キーノート，キックオフ，
キックオフ，
出口さん，バイオリニスト，
keywords

search

国連，国籍，日本語，公用語
日本，国際社会

キーワード：
国際社会

国際社会

[5] 日本としては戦争に負けても国土もすっかり荒廃して
新たに

にもう一度受け入れてもらいたいという

ことで努力をした時期でございます。

Fig. 6. Speech archiving system RISA

one becomes too short, our method segments the original one. In that case, the
readability is not necessarily improved by our segmentation.
Finally, structuring was performed at a total of 201 places. The precision
and recall were 32.0% and 25.9%, respectively, both were low. A possible reason
is the problem with the accuracy of morphological and dependency analysis.
Especially the dependency accuracy on a sentence including parallel structures
was not high, and then it materially affected the performance of structuring.

5

Speech Archiving System

We implemented a speech archiving system named RISA according to our technique which has been explained in section 3. The system converts recorded spoken documents into web content for the purpose of their circulation on the Internet. The content consists of five components: text, sound, video, keyword, and
search interface (as shown in Fig. 6). The texts are created by executing linefeed
insertion and topic segmentation after text editing. They are saved as HTML
files. We used the speech synthesis software HitVoice [11] for generating sound

content, and TVML (TV program Making Language) [12], which is provided by
NHK Science & Technical Research Laboratories, for video content generation.
The users can directly access to the subcontents because text, sound and video
are aligned in a fine-grained fashion. The important words in the text are presented as keywords. The search component outputs the corresponding topic to
the query input. The set of keywords enables broad viewing of the content of
a spoken document. The links of each topic enable topic-by-topic browsing and
are suitable for selective reuse.

6

Conclusion

This paper has proposed a technique for converting speech transcripts into Web
texts for lecture contents archiving. The technique recognizes speech and edits
the transcribed text. Paraphrasing, segmentation, and structuring enable removal of unsuitable phrases and redundant expressions in written language. The
experiment using lecture speech has shown the effectiveness of the technique.
The speech archiving system was implemented to confirm its feasibility.
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